With thanks to the National Archives in Kew.
In this session, we would like to discuss with you the idea of gender nonconformity and sexual deviance as forms of corruption in the public
imagination. You will find in this pack a wealth of material about two infamous
Victorian scandals; one related to gender identity, one to sexual orientation. The
first case, Fanny & Stella, occurs before the 1885 Labouchère amendment, the
Cleveland Street Scandal occurs after. We will not have time to discuss
everything in these pages, but we want to give you a good overview and enough
material so you can choose what interests you the most and what you want to
discuss in our conference session. Apart from the scandals and people involved
as important episodes in queer history, we are interested in their reception as
well: How do they catalyse public opinion, make visible Victorian attitudes
towards gender and, with regard to ideas of purity and contamination, act as a
prism through which to consider the policing and negotiation of boundaries in
public discourse?
Fanny and Stella leaving Bow Magistrates Court on 9 April 1870. The Illustrated Police News

“Had this been a theatre rather than a court of law, a stage rather than a dock, Fanny and Stella would have been only too delighted to
tread its hallowed boards. They liked nothing better than a house full to bursting and a rumbustious, restless and expectant audience ready
to be quelled, ready to be charmed, ready to be dazzled by their performance [...] They were dressed and they were ready. All they had to
do now was to give the performance of their lives” (Neil McKenna, Fanny and Stella: The Young Men Who Shocked Victorian England.
London: Faber and Faber, 2013, p. 34)

Mollie’s blog on Fanny and Stella in the national archives:
https://blog.nationalarchives.gov.uk/fanny-and-stella-piecingtogether-lgbtq-histories-and-telling-the-stories/

“We are Women”

Trial transcript:
‘Boulton and others.
Offence: Unnatural
Offences’, held at
The National
Archives (DPP 4/6)
Left: ‘The Gentleman Lady.’ Ernest Boulton in drag, mistaken for
Frederick Park. Photograph by London Stereoscopic Company, c. 1871.
Wellcome Library no. 2045370i, Public domain
Right: Fanny and Stella. Photograph by Frederick Spalding. Restored.
Essex Record Office D/F 269/1/3712, Public domain. c. 1869

‘The Gentlemen-Women’

‘Men in Petticoats’

‘Gentlemen Personating Women’

‘There can be no doubt that with regard to two of the
defendants they have been in the habit of presenting
themselves in public sometimes in the character or
disguise of women, and at other times in the own
habiliments in the dress of men, but still under
circumstances which produced a public scandal by
their assuming the gait, and manners, and carriage,
and the appearance of women, with painted and
powdered faces, so as to produce a general impression,
though in male attire, that they were of the opposite
sex.’
TRIAL OF BOULTON AND PARK (Lloyd’s Illustrated Newspaper, Sunday 21
May 1871, 8) (British Library Newspapers)

Note the competing registers here. How does
vocabulary frame, claim, or challenge gender
and identity? How grapple with
transgression or ambiguity? How subvert or
re-inscribe a gender binary?

In April 1870 at London’s Strand Theatre, Mrs Fanny
Graham and Miss Stella Boulton were arrested and
subsequently charged with ‘commit[ing] the abominable
crime of buggery’ (McKenna, p.35), conspiring ‘to
induce and incite other persons feloniously with them to
commit said crime’, and ‘disguis[ing] themselves as
women and frequent[ing] places of public resort, so
disguised, and to thereby openly and scandalously
outrage public decency and corrupt public morals’.
This was not a solitary incident, for the two were known
throughout the mid- to late-19th century for their crossdressed pursuits on the streets and the stage. As part of a
theatrical troupe the duo toured the South East of
England as Boulton and Park performing ‘Fanny and
Stella’. But, as Morris B Kaplan notes, ‘Fanny and Stella
wandered off of the stage and outside the confines of a
sexual underworld’ ( Kaplan, ‘Men in Petticoats’, p.47).
‘Parad[ing] openly on the streets of central London, they
challenged conventional assumptions about gender and
sexuality, respectability and transgression, business and
pleasure’ (Kaplan, ‘Men in Petticoats’, p.47 ). In fact, in
court it was revealed that Fanny and Stella’s reputation
offstage had led to them being placed under surveillance
for over a year before their eventual arrest.

A year later, following a sensational six-day trial, a jury found
‘The Foreman: ‘Not
Fanny and Stella not guilty and the two were acquitted. In guilty’ (loud cheers, drive
their reporting of the case, the Lloyd’s Illustrated Newspaper
of Bravo!”) ― His
notes that ‘Boulton fainted upon the verdict being returned,
Lordship: ‘Upon all the
and upon his recovery the prisoners left the court with their
friends’ (Sunday 21 May 1871, p.8). The transcripts from the counts of the indictment?’
trial are held at The National Archives (DPP 4/6) along with ― The Foreman: ‘Yes,
records relating to the copyright of images of the duo, as well my lord. Not guilty on all
as depositions and letters that were included as evidence (KB
the counts’ (renewed
6/3). It is rare that such transcripts survive; the trial records
cheering, which was,
give a unique insight into how the trial played out in court.
however, soon

Newspaper reporters, court spectators and the clerks were all
unsure of how to refer to Fanny and Stella. As Neil McKenna
observes, the trial transcripts are littered ‘with crossings-out
and corrections, turning ‘he’s’ into ‘she’s’ – and vice versa’ (p.
35). For some, the duo’s identities were baffling. Others found
them to be an entertaining spectacle, which helped after the
trial as the two began to tour Britain once more as a theatrical
act. But of course there were those that were more hostile and
less accepting. However, records also detail the fervent support
that Fanny and Stella received from friends who may have also
been a part of a Victorian queer culture, with newspaper
reports and transcripts describing the immense cheers that
echoed throughout the court following their acquittal.

suppressed).’

TRIAL OF BOULTON AND PARK
(Lloyd’s Illustrated Newspaper, Sunday 21
May 1871, p. 8) (British Library
Newspapers)

What might the trial in fact reveal
about a broader queer culture that
existed concurrently? What might
we be missing when thinking about
this story?

‘Now it may be well that I should state to you
the general nature of the charges before I go into
particulars of it. Well gentleman the general nature
of the charge is this, that the defendants and other
persons mentioned in the indictment, and also I
regret to say other persons whose names have not
been discovered, associated together, spoke to and
wrote to each other, in such a manner as to
indicate that relations subsisted between them
such as are only permissible between men and
women; that by sometimes dressing in female
costume; sometimes in male costume, with a
studied air of effeminacy, powdering their necks,
painting their faces, by imitating airs and gestures
they endeavoured to excite each other's passions,
and to make themselves objects of desire to
persons of their own class.
That they lived together upon the terms of man and wife, or I should more properly say of Lover and mistress, that they wrote to
each other; that they addressed each other in terms of endearment, such as men only address to Women and that they wrote to each
other in the language of love, sometimes in that of violent passion, in short that they associated together, or in the language of the
indictment they conspired for the purpose of the commission of unnatural offences’. (DPP 4/6, 8-9).

‘Now with respect to
Boulton and Park it must
undoubtedly be born in
mind it is for them to do
so, that they frequently
acted the part of women
in amateur theatricals and
I need not tell you that to
assume a woman’s dress

For that purpose is
no
offence
whatsoever. Nay if
they had gone even
further than this - if
being possessed of
womens dressed for
the purpose of
acting they had
indulged
in
occasional frolics or
escapades and had
masqueraded in the
streets in female
attire - if that had
been all they would
not
have
been
amenable to such a
charge as this; but it
is for you to say’
(DPP 4/6, 10)

‘But you will say, I think and
fairly say, this does not meet the
accusation of their going about the
streets in females dresses. It does
not - it led to it. You have the
evidence before you of their going
about the streets in female dresses.
There was the evidence as to their
conduct at the Lyceum Theatre, of
Boulton asking for the Ladies’
Room, He was then dressed as a
woman. Park was also dressed as a
woman. They were performing the
character off the stage which they
had performed with such success
on the stage. But, gentlemen, does a
man go into a Ladies Relieving
Room for the purpose of
committing the detestable crime
charged here, or soliciting it or
inviting anyone to commit it?(...)

It may be filthy – it may be conduct for
which a young man ought to be kicked at
once out of the place he is in - I should not
object to that; but surely he does not go to a
place like that for the purpose of committing
this crime? They had carried their passion for
adapting these characters as I say off the
stage’ (DPP 4/6, 144-5).

Transcript
from MaryAnn
Boulton’s
deposition
(mother of
Ernest/Stell
a) (DPP
4/6, )

What is being debated here– is this a moral or
legal case? Why is this a matter for a court of
law and public comment? What is actually on
trial here?
What do we learn about Fanny and Stella’s
environment – their friends and family, and
how they relate to Boulton and Park?

Mr. Seymour: I think Mr Park was dressed as a lady and Mr Boulton also!
Had you at any time any doubt about their sex?
Seymour: No I never had a doubt - I may say I had a transient gleam of doubt on one occasion but
it was instantly removed and it arose from Mr Boulton’s voice - I heard some singing and it
sounded so much like a woman’s voice that I had upon one occasion a doubt for the moment.
Mr Seymour’s deposition (DPP 4/6)

‘My Darling Ernie (...) I have a heart full of love and
longing’ a letter submitted as evidence, Boulton vs Queen
(KB 6/3)

“I am, Dearest Stella, Yours affectionately” - a letter submitted as evidence, Boulton vs Queen (KB 6/3)

‘Dear Ernie,’ - a letter submitted as evidence,
Boulton vs Queen (KB 6/3)

How should we refer to Fanny and
Stella? Can and should we label them as
any one thing-- homosexual, crossdressers, trans or non-binary?

I am rather sorry to hear of your going about in Drag so much - partly I confess for a selfish
reason. I know the Moustache has no chance while this sort of thing goes on. You now have
less than a month to grow it, for my Mother has arranged to stay at Boulogne until the 21st so
as to meet me, so I have settled to go there on the 16th if I can get leave that is four weeks
from tomorrow. I have told my Mother that you are coming; but have not yet had time to
receive her answer. I thought it well to tell her that you were very effeminate, but I hope you will
do your best to appear as manly as you can at any rate in force. I therefore beg of you to let
your Moustache grow at once.
(...) I hope you aren’t hard up. I can’t send you any money for a week or two. Next month I will
send you some both for Pocket & Clothes, so you may order the latter at once. Of course I
want to pay for any Drag Bills except the one at Edinburgh, if you haven’t paid this. Let me
know about this and other Edinburgh Bills.

‘He tells me
that you are
living in
“drag” - a
letter
submitted as
evidence,
Boulton vs
Queen (KB
6/3)

My darling Ernie
I had a letter last night from Louis which was charming in every respect except in
the information it bore that he is to be kept a week or so longer in the North. He
tells me that you are living in “drag” - What a wonderful (?) it is! I have 3 minds to
come up to London and see your magnificence with my own eyes - Would you
welcome me? Probably it is better that I should stay at home and dream of you but
the thought of you, Louis and (?) in me is ravishing
(...) You see I keep on writing to you and expect some day an answer to some of my
letters - In any case with all the love in my heart I am
Yours
John S. F.

Despite its many progressive elements, the trial pitted two narratives against each other, viewing Fanny and Stella either as theatrical
female impersonators or as gay men—but clearly, either way, as men. (...) It is far more common, and thus rather disturbing, to find
commentators who essentially side with the prosecution by situating Fanny and Stella in the history of Victorian homosexuality as the
missing link between the mollie-house culture of the Regency period and the forms of modern male homosexuality that we have come
to see as emerging around the Oscar Wilde trial in 1895 (Joyce, 84).
In 1981, Jeffrey Weeks termed them “two ‘men in women’s clothes’” and their offence as “indecent behaviour (for cross-dressing in
public)” (Sex, politics and society : the regulation of sexuality since 1800, p. 116). Seven years later, in his groundbreaking study of Wilde and
Victorian gay culture, Neil Bartlett wrote, “It became clear in the course of their trial that they were not simply drag queens. They could
not be dismissed as theatrical creations, men in private, women in public, alternately visible and invisible.

As the time of their arrest they were
engaged in what seems to have been
their favourite joke: that of dressing and
passing (with, apparently, complete
success) as ladies” (Who 134). In 1994, in
his important book The Wilde Century,
Alan Sinfield referred to them as “two
lads” who had “from childhood liked to
play female parts in semi-professional
theatricals” (p. 6).
William A. Cohen opened a 1996
chapter on the case with “two young
men who were arrested in 1870 for
dressing as women” (73–74). In 2000,
Charles Upchurch gave weight to the
other part of the prosecution case,
assuming that they were also prostitutes:
for him, the peculiarities of the trial can
be attributed to a need to obscure the
connections that it threatened to expose
“between cross-dressing, same-sex
desire, and male prostitution” (p. 137).

This is also the tack of a sensationalistic
2013 biography of the pair by Neil
McKenna, who imaginatively creates for us
Fanny and Stella’s exploits as rent boys in
drag, while seeming to restore the
distinction that Bartlett tried to erase by
using male pronouns for the private selves
and female ones for the selves on public
sale or display. In this essay, I will set out
the evidence for why the story of Fanny
and Stella makes more sense—both in its
own historical terms and now—when read
as a trans narrative, before focusing on the
more interesting question: why does it
matter to retroactively position the story in
this way, with all of its attendant dangers
of applying an anachronistic terminology
to an earlier historical period?
Simon Joyce. ‘Two Women Walk into a Theatre
Bathroom: The Fanny and Stella Trials as Trans
Narrative’, Victorian Review, Volume 44, Number 1, Spring
2018, pp. 83-98

Joyce notes: ' it is crucial to recognize that even
though the 19th century had no single term
that could serve as an equivalent to
“transgender” today, there were nonetheless
historical people who affirmed themselves and
what we would term their gender identity in a
context not only of public and legal hostility
but also of surprising sympathies’ (95).

How do we as scholars negotiate the lack of
vocabulary in the 19C vs our queer register today?
What is at stake in applying modern queer
registers to the Victorian past? How do we handle
ambiguity, uncertainty, fluidity?

“Boulton and Park are now,
almost a century and a half
later, celebrities in gay history
books, comprising a whistlestop on the tour of hidden
homo-history, just after the
death penalty for buggery had
been abolished and before the
Cleveland Street scandal, albeit
always overshadowed by the
ultimate
eminent
gay
Victorian:
Oscar
Wilde.
Further, Stella and Fanny's
scrape with the long arm of
the law began in 1870,
precisely the year Michel
Foucault calls the "birth" of
the
homosexual
(in
a
statement
Eve
Kosofsky
Sedgwick calls "an act of
polemical bravado" [1990:43]).

Getting into trouble at such an
(in)opportune
moment,
Boulton/Stella and Park/ Fanny
provide a valuable glimpse into what
appears to be a nascent (or even fully
grown but well hidden from history)
homosexual underground. The trial
proceedings introduced the wider
public to the terms "camp" and
"drag" for apparently the first time'
and conducted into the archive tales
of cross-dressed boy actresses and
the lovelorn men who adored them”.
Michelle Liu. “‘The
Unnatural History and
Petticoat Mystery of
Boulton and Park’: A
Victorian Sex Scandal
and
the
Theatre
Defense.” TDR (1988-),
vol. 57, no. 4, 2013, pp.
135–56, p. 4.

As Liu indicates in a footnote, “the Oxford English Dictionary's first
quotation for ‘drag’ in the sense of cross-dressing comes from newspaper
coverage of the arraignment. The first entry for ‘camp’ (in the sense pertinent to
sexuality) is from 1909, making Park's use of the word ‘campish’ in a seized
letter all the more notable.” (p. 5) What does this suggest about both the history
of queer vocabulary in society and culture? How does this sit in relation to the
OED’s seeming misdating of its usage? Is this merely a reflection of the
provisional nature of queer historical knowledge?

Boulton and Park were not initially arrested for sodomy,
but crimes of fashion. As Liu states, “Not only did their
drag act attract the regulatory attention of the legal
establishment, but they had also appeared in men's
clothing, with open collars and waist coats, powdered
faces and pink gloves so that people thought they must
be women in men's clothes” (p. 5). For Justice
Flowers, "the completeness of the disguise only made
the offense the greater," but the court testimony reveals
that beadles, managers, and policemen only interfered
with them when they conspicuously failed to pass. John
Reeves, the manager of the Alhambra Theatre music
hall, for instance, declared, "I could not tell what they
were, but I considered them improper person.”
What does this suggest about how Victorian culture equated
impurity and contamination with fashion? Why is nonsexual activity
so threatening? What is being suggested here about the relationship
between gender, performance and notions of ‘authenticity’? Given
that Reeves was the manager of the Alhambra, how does his
comment sit in tension with the defence team’s use of the “theatre
defence” (e.g. that Boulton and Parks were merely acting)?

Fanny and Stella. Photograph by Frederick Spalding.
Restored. Essex Record Office D/F 269/1/3712,
Public domain. c. 1869

Unnatural
History Penny
Pamphlet cover,
1870.

https://www.gutenberg.org/files/53964/53964h/53964-h.htm
“Lord Arthur and Boulton, whom
he addressed as Laura, were
standing before a large mirror. He
had his arm round her waist, and
every now and then drew Laura's
lips to his for a long, luscious kiss. His inamorata
was not idle, for I could see her unbuttoning [Pg 99]
his trousers, and soon she let out a beautiful
specimen of the arbor vitæ, at least nine inches long
and very thick. It was in glorious condition, with a
great, glowing red head.
Laura at once knelt down and kissed this jewel of
love, and would I believe have sucked him to a
spend; but Lord Arthur was too impatient, as he
raised his companion from her stooping posture,
and passing his hands under Laura's clothes, as she
gave a very pretty scream and pretended to be
shocked at this rudeness, he turned everything up
and tossed her on the bed. As yet there was nothing
to see but a beautiful pair of legs, lovely
knickerbocker drawers, prettily trimmed with the

Here, "Jack Saul" fictionalises Boulton as "Laura" and Park as "Selina". What are your
views on how “Saul” sensationalises - or should that be hypersexualises - Fanny and Stella? Does
this move away from ideas of purity and contamination with respect to homosexuality? Or does
this text amplify it? The name “Jack Saul” also appears in the Cleveland Street Scandal, for it was
the name of one of the postboys who testified against Lord Euston.

finest lace, also pink silk stockings and the most
fascinating little shoes with silver buckles. His
lordship quickly opened Laura's thighs, and,
putting his hand into her drawers, soon brought
to light as manly a weapon as any lady could
desire to see, and very different from the
crinkum-crankum one usually expects to find
when one throws up a lady's petticoats and
proceeds to take liberties with her; but his
lordship's love was only a man in woman's
clothes, as everyone now knows it was Boulton's
practice to make himself up as a lovely girl.
There seems such a peculiar fascination to
gentlemen in the idea of having a beautiful
creature, such as an ordinary observer would
take for a beautiful lady, to dance and flirt with,
knowing all the while that his inamorata is a
youth in disguise.

"What's this beautiful plaything, Laura darling?
Are you an hermaphrodite, my love? Oh, I must
kiss it; it's such a treasure! Will it spend like a
man's love?"
I heard Lord Arthur say all this as he fondled and
caressed Boulton's prick, passing his hand up and
down the ivory-white shaft and kissing the dark,
ruby-coloured head every time it was uncovered.
How excited I became at the sight you may be
sure. I also longed to caress and enjoy both the
fine pegos I had seen; but although my own
prick was stiff almost to bursting, I determined
not to frig myself, as I was sure of finding a nice
partner when I returned to the ball-room. Still, I
would rather have had Boulton than anyone. His
make-up was so sweetly pretty that I longed to
have him and him have me.” (pp. 100-101)

The Boulton and Park case is remarkable as it landed
just as the concept of a homosexual identity and
subculture was emerging both between the new
discipline of sexologists and in wider society, both in
the UK and in Germany and the rest of continental
Europe, and as moral panics about this new type of
man started to grow, tied to worries about prostitution
and immorality. It also happened in a strange interlude
between two periods where the state had tough tools
with which to discipline same-sex activity. The
increased suppression of same-sex activity and gender
variance during these moral panics played a significant
role in growing public awareness of sexually deviant
behaviour.
Anal sex had been outlawed by the Buggery Act of
1533, but that did not specify sex between two men,
merely non-productive sex, and was used to prosecute
same-sex and opposite-sex offences, often nonconsensual. The law, therefore, was an attempt to
prosecute criminal acts rather than to define a criminal
type of person, and this was the only law on the books
that pertained to men who had sex with men. […]

Yet as the nineteenth century progressed, cases like Boulton and Park opened
the eyes to a homosexual subculture that was identified in the popular mind
with male prostitution, which put new pressures on authorities to crack down.
Historian Jeffrey Weeks suggests that, during the trial, there was significant
uncertainty as to what the actual crime consisted of, and that various doctors
on the case could come to no agreement as to what physical proof of
sodomy might look like […]
To put it simply, the authorities knew what Boulton and Park were up to was
wrong, even if they did not know exactly what that consisted of. They were
clearly transgressing certain gender and sexual boundaries, however, and
something had to be done.
It is unsurprising there was not much understanding of homosexuality as a
distinct sexual identity amongst society’s higher echelons. The word
‘homosexual’ had only been coined in 1869, and even then in a limited-run
pamphlet published anonymously, and in German, by the Austrian writer
Karl-Maria Kertbeny. The Austro-German psychiatrist Richard von KrafftEbing documented homosexuality extensively in his 1886 book on sexual
paraphilias, Psychopathia Sexualis, but it was not until the very end of the
century, 1897, that the first English book on the subject, Henry Havelock
Ellis’s Sexual Inversion, was published. Huw Lemmey and Ben Miller, Bad Gays: A
Homosexual History, London: Verso Books, 2022. p.97-98.

[T]here was concern that current laws weren’t
sufficient to deal with this rising moral threat to
the empire’s youth. In his summing up, Lord
Chief Justice Cockburn lamented the lack of
legal tools he had as a judge to deal with the
problem, saying,
It is one of those instances to which the provisions of a most
useful act for the prevention of public indecency might be
extended. If the law cannot reach it as it is, it ought to be made
the subject of such legislation, and a punishment of two or
three months’ imprisonment, with the treadmill attached to it,
with, in case of repetition of the offence, a little wholesome
corporal discipline, would, I think, be effective, not only in such
cases, but in all cases of outrage against public decency.

Cockburn got his way, but not until 1885, when
the public outcry following W. T. Stead’s exposé
on child sex trafficking forced the government
to act. The government’s response was to
expedite the Criminal Law Amendment Bill,
which had been languishing in the doldrums of
the committee stages for the past few years.
The new act was primarily focused on the
subject of Stead’s exposé, addressing
prostitution and child trafficking.

But Stead also contacted the Liberal
MP Henry Labouchère, a theatre
owner, drawing his attention to the
phenomenon of homosexuality, and
Labouchère
introduced
an
amendment to the bill that would
criminalise all acts of ‘gross
indecency’ between two men. The
crime of buggery, as was clear from
the Boulton and Park case, was
extremely hard to prove, and the
horrific sentence made prosecutions
rare. Gross indecency, however, was
never defined in law, which meant
that the lower sentencing provisions,
although still horrific (up to two
years, with or without hard labour),
could encourage more prosecutions.
It certainly did. Although the
amendment was discussed for mere
minutes, tens of thousands of men

men would be prosecuted for consensual
sex acts with other adult men over the next
eighty-two years that it remained law in
England, and longer still in Scotland and
Northern Ireland. Those convicted
included Oscar Wilde himself, as well as
Alan Turing. It invested a huge amount of
power in the hands of law enforcement
and the judiciary, with very little clarity as to
what constituted either ‘gross indecency’ or
‘procuring’ sex.
Before, anal sex resulting in ejaculation was
prohibited; now, everything that manifested
desire between men was pulled into the
remit of the law, including flirting,
propositioning, and kissing. It was the first
law to explicitly target sex between men,
rather than merely the act of anal sex,
regardless of gender, and it was also
incorporated into penal codes across the
British Empire. Bad Gays, p. 100-101.

Any male person who, in public or private, commits, or is a party to the commission of, or procures, or attempts to procure
the commission by any male person of, any act of gross indecency with an other male person, shall be guilty of a
misdemeanour, and being convicted thereof, shall be liable at the discretion of the Court to be imprisoned for any term not
exceeding two years, with or without hard labour.
In 1881, 1884, and 1885, John Ramsay, 13th Earl of Dalhousie
The increase of these monsters in the shape of men, commonly
introduced Criminal Law Amendment bills "for the Protection of
designated margeries, poofs etc., of late years, in the great
Women and Girls [and] suppression of brothels" (as their long
Metropolis, renders it necessary for the safety of the public that
title stated). The bills passed in the House of Lords but the first they should be made known… Will the reader credit it, but such is
two were rejected in the House of Commons by the Gladstone
nevertheless the fact, that these monsters actually walk the street
ministry. It was held that the proposed increase in the age of
the same as the whores, looking out for a chance? Yes, the
consent would leave men open to blackmail. The 1885 bill passed
Quadrant, Fleet Street, Holborn, the Strand etc., are actually
the Lords on 1 May 1885,[4] and its future progress was uncertain. thronged with them! Nay, it is not long since, in the neighborhood
In July, Pall Mall Gazette editor W. T. Stead was imprisoned for The
of Charing Cross, they posted bills in the windows of several
Maiden Tribute of Modern Babylon, a series of articles which caused a
public houses, cautioning the public to "Beware of Sods!“- The
moral panic by showing the ease with which young girls could be
Yokel’s Preceptor
"bought" on the street. The caretaker Salisbury ministry accepted
How far, do you think, was this amendment a reaction to
Dalhousie's bill, which completed its second reading in the
converging moral panics, especially considering that it was a lastCommons on 9 July 1885.[5] The government made amendments
minute addition? In how far did the Fanny and Stella case
to the bill at committee stage. Stead wrote to Labouchere, telling
contribute to this fear of the homosexual ‘scourge’? Would they
of the rise in homosexuality in London and other large cities.
have fared differently, had this law been in effect at their trial?

Overview by Rictor Norton. Available at: https://rictornorton.co.uk/eighteen/1889clev.htm
In late 1889, a police investigation discovered a male brothel
on Cleveland Street, near Tottenham Court Road, which
supplied boys from the Post Office to have sex with
aristocratic gentlemen. One of the boys and a man who lived
at the house pleaded guilty in return for a relatively light
sentence, thus preventing the necessity of presenting evidence
at a court trial. The authorities wished to hush up the affair
because a large number of important men were implicated,
including Lord Arthur Somerset, the Earl of Euston, and
even Prince Albert Victor (second in line to the throne). The
authorities successfully delayed the investigation until many
men could flee the country, including the keeper of the house,
and Lord Arthur Somerset. Rumours nevertheless circulated
and early reports appeared in the American newspapers, and
eventually a newspaper editor published some explicit charges
in London. The Earl of Euston successfully sued the editor
for libel, claiming that he had visited Cleveland Street only
under the mistaken impression that he would see female
striptease shows there, and in any case, he certainly had not
fled to Peru, as the newspaper falsely alleged.

Several telegraph boys testified that
Euston was in fact a frequent visitor to
Cleveland Street, and the notorious male
prostitute Jack Saul testified that he had
often had relations with Euston on the
premises. This evidence was dismissed as
"tainted" (how could it be otherwise?)
and the editor was sent to prison for 12
months, though he was released after six
months due to public outrage at the
severity of the sentence. Somerset's
lawyer was subsequently tried and
imprisoned for perverting the course of
justice by offering to maintain the
telegraph boys if they emigrated. The
keeper of the house attempted to
blackmail his aristocratic clients from his
new base in Seattle. The fiery Radical MP
Henry Labouchère used his privilege in
the House of Commons to expose the

"Eddy", Prince Albert Victor,
photograph by Bassano, c.1880

Prime
Minister's
involvement
in
the
government conspiracy to
prevent investigation and
to allow important men to
escape justice.
What does this episode tell us
about homosexuality and
class privilege?

It was at this trial that Jack Saul appeared as a witness for
the defence. It was here that he provided the testimony that
shocked Victorian London. His testimony was frank and
open, including descriptions of the Earl’s sexual habits,
including his taste for ejaculating onto boys’ stomachs. He
described picking him up on Piccadilly before taking a cab
with him to Cleveland Street, the warning the Earl gave him
not to talk to him if he saw him on the street, and the Earl’s
return visits to Cleveland Street – although not to see Saul.
The court was shocked to hear Saul’s ungilded descriptions
of male prostitution in London. The judge was shocked to
discover that Saul had already divulged this information,
including the names of prominent clients like the MP and
Judge Advocate General George Cavendish-Bentinck, and
no action had been taken. Everybody was shocked by his
claim that the police ‘shut their eyes’ not just to his
behaviour, as a lifelong male sex worker, but to much more
of the same. In the end, the judge was inclined towards the
Earl, to nobody’s surprise, describing Saul to the jury as a
‘revolting creature’ whose testimony was not to be believed.
Bad Gays, p. 104-105.

“The West End Scandals, some Further Sketches,” Illustrated Police News, 4 December 1889.

Who is the moral panic about? Who is feared, who protected? What role
does the public vs private sphere play here? What exactly was scandalous
about Cleveland Street, and to whom?

All of these neo-Victorian texts re-tell the lives of
queer historical figures. Should they? What are the
dangers? What are the potential benefits? As
researchers, how should we treat these fictional texts?
In particular, Neil McKenna's text has been regarded as
being an accurate and historical re-telling: on the one
hand shedding light on an underrepresented and
somewhat unknown history, but also framing it as a
story about crossdressing gay men - can we portray
Fanny and Stella in this way? Should we? How do we
treat McKenna's research/book? What are the dangers
of ‘quirky narrative non-fiction’?

Should McKenna be offering an objective insight
into the archival material, letting his readers come
to their own conclusions (even if that conclusion is
a confused one)? Or is McKenna’s popular retelling successful in highlighting a marginalised
history that might otherwise be left unexplored?
Consider McKenna’s own advertising:
Entertaining? Exploitative? Misrepresenting? Note:
the reference to his Wilde text - implies a
connection or shadows the history?

Exceptional details aside, this is a story that we might read in our
newspapers today. Many of its components feel familiar: an arrest made
on the basis that a visit to the bathroom constituted a violation of a
private, gendered space; an attempt at public exposure by a man who felt
deceived about the anatomy of a companion and acted out in a
transphobic rage; an assumption that a trans woman in public must be a
sex worker soliciting clients; a supportive network of friends and relatives
who affirmed the women’s gender identities through appropriate pronoun
use and gifts of clothing, recognizing a process of social transition that
had begun in childhood. Some readers might recognize a legal decision
that is unsympathetic to prosecutorial overreach and more apt to see
gender presentation as a matter of private concern than one requiring legal
policing. It would certainly be heartening to see a newspaper make an
unequivocal statement that it would use the gender pronouns with which a
criminal defendant referred to herself. Overall, the case could be seen as a
qualified victory for transgender rights. But it happened in Victorian
Britain (83).
The metro journalist had difficulty coming up with a headline for this
article. She wanted to draw attention to the story and therefore
instinctually wanted to rely on sensationalist tactics (much like the
Victorian press) but knew that this also undermined the aims of the
piece (an exploration of non-normative gender and sexual expression as
part of LGBT History Month). How do you think they did?

Look at this section from chapter 4 of Ewing’s The Petticoat Men.
Does Ewing’s use of court transcripts and newspapers create a
sense of authenticity? How does she use characters’ commentary,
and what can we infer about her neo-Victorian perspective? How
do the transcripts amplify the sense of immorality, impurity and
contamination in the Fanny and Stella case?

What social and cultural (and sexual?) issues is Ewing drawing attention
to here? How does hypocrisy intersect with ideas of purity and
contamination? What is at stake and for whom? What comments are
being made on class, or prostitution?

Threads of Silk and Gold (2x05, 2013)
The murder of a telegraph boy uncovers a secret network of homosexual
prostitution within the post office. Two of the young men are found to
have been blackmailing a client, which could lead to potential scandal.
DAVID. I want to see the pyramids.
VINCENT. I want a suit made out of silk from Hong Kong.
DAVID. I want my own blend of tobacco and a pipe of ivory.
VINCENT. I want a pair of shoes... made out of silver.
DAVID. That's the stupidest idea I think I've ever heard.
VINCENT. You'll be jealous. It's your turn.
DAVID. I want you. Nothing more.
How does Ripper Street portray

SGT ARTHERTON. Buggery, sodomy, and homosexual
acts are crimes. There'll be no bail, sir. […]
FRED BEST. Tell me, Sergeant, what room here for the
cut-throats and filchers of Whitechapel, when your cells
runneth over with mandrakes and rantipoles?
SGT ARTHERTON. Oh, no doubt you'd have the
streets amok with arse-mongers.
FRED BEST. Streets, sir? You raided a private residence.

and re-frame homosexuality, for
example as love between men as
opposed to merely sex between
men, and how can that provide
neo-Victorian commentary? What
visual strategies does it use? How
does it deploy dialogue? How does
it invite us to re-think
homosexuality in a Victorian
setting against the backdrop of
the Cleveland Street Scandal?

REID. What is the purpose of our work, Bennet? The law? In your opinion.
DRAKE. To protect, sir. That's why I came to H Division, to protect.
REID. A man, blackmailed by a boy for illicit affection,
takes anguished revenge on another... and then, stricken with guilt,
ends himself. So, whom did the law protect today? Far from protect, does it
not occur to you that, but for the law, both Solomon Quint and Otto
Roberts would be alive?
DRAKE. What, then, sir? Do we choose
the laws we see fit to enforce?
REID. We have our obligations, but our
work today... ..if Mr Quint is any
example... ..I begin to think a law that
makes a crime of human love will police
itself in pure... despair.
How does Ripper Street – a crime drama,
after all -- approach and discuss the role
of the law, especially the Labouchère
amendment? How does it discuss the
issue of blackmail? How does it
examine or challenge private/public
binaries?
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CALL FOR PAPERS
Re-Articulating ‘The Third Sex’: Victorian and neo-Victorian Engagements
with LGBTQIA+
A special issue of Victorian Popular Fictions Journal (2025)
Edited by Dr Helena Esser, Mollie Clarke, Dr Matt Crofts, and Dr Claire O’Callaghan
Deadline for abstracts: Friday 18th November 2022

Nineteenth-century literature and culture frequently offers a broader conception of what we have come to understand as LGBTQIA+ than is often recognised. Whereas fin-de-siècle
decadent culture around prominent figures such as Oscar Wilde or Vernon Lee are relatively well-known as instances of queerness in Victorian culture, they are far from isolated
examples. Indeed, the VPFA’s ‘Third Sex’ Reading Group has explored - and continues to consider - gender fluidity and expressions of same-sex desire broadly, considering
prominent figures, such as like Anne Lister and Aubrey Beardsley and the late Victorian New Woman, and works by Marie Corelli, Renée Vivien, and Radclyffe Hall alongside lesser
known ones.
Today’s neo-Victorian popular media have channelled this diversity visibly into literature, films and TV series representing, challenging, and re-imagining Victorian gender(s). As
Caroline Koegler & Marlena Tronicke’s Special Issue of Neo-Victorian Studies shows (13.1/ 2020), queer neo-Victoriana have expanded beyond writers like Sarah Waters. Examples
from Film and TV include Wilde (1997), The Happy Prince (2018), Gentleman Jack (2019), Portrait of a Lady on Fire (2019), Ammonite (2020), or Dance of the 41 (2020), and queer identities
have featured in Murdoch Mysteries (2008-present), Ripper Street (2012-2016), Penny Dreadful (2014-2016), Dickinson (2019-2021), or The Nevers (2020-present). However, our
understanding of these LGBTQIA+ stories is shaped and supported by a framework of understandings that have evolved over recent decades and are still evolving. In this respect,
how do we approach, read, and signify articulations of what we now term ‘queer’ in a Victorian context? And how did Victorian media represent and navigate articulations of what
was considered ‘the third sex?’
Popularised by the writings of Karl Heinrich Ulrichs and Magnus Hirschfeld and Victorian taxonomies of desire, the term ‘third sex’ emerged as a means of describing and
expressing alternate expressions of gender and desire. While the term has changed and evolved over time, it remains one means of questioning ‘binary thinking’ and introducing
gender and sexual non-conformity. As Marjorie Garber puts it, ‘the ‘third is a mode of articulation, a way of describing possibility’. The term thus provides a flexible approach with
which to challenge prevalent notions of the Victorian era as being restricted by hetero-normative binaries (male/ female, public/ private, lowbrow/ highbrow), in line with emerging
scholarship into Victorian popular literature and culture.

To date, Victorian and neo-Victorian studies has developed rich understandings of historical contexts and dominant figures associated with both gender and queerness, but as Lisa
Hager argued recently, a wider understanding of gender and alternate ways of being ‘ought to be central to our field’, such that Victorian studies ‘fundamentally reconceptualize[s]
our understanding of gender to account for the possibility of movement between, across, and among genders’. As Hager indicated, there are gaps in our understanding of the lives
and experiences of those who might have identified with the conception of ‘third sex’. Moreover, the shifting pace of gender studies beyond the Victorian has now opened up ways
of reading genders and sexualities in the nineteenth century - and their neo-Victorian afterlives - in a new and exciting manner. In this endeavour, fiction offers an especially varied
and complex field in and through which to expand and enhance this discussion to better reflect the Victorian era and our relationship with it.
Following Hager’s call to widen Victorian studies by embracing the critical possibilities offered by new insights into LGBTQIA+ experiences, this special issue of VPFJ invites
articles that respond to the following questions:

•How does Victorian popular fiction and culture represent ‘the third sex’? How might taxonomies of gender interact with taxonomies of fiction (across genres and forms, for
example)?
•What can popular Victorian texts tell us about the lives and experiences of ‘the third sex’?
•What are the conceptual challenges of reading and writing the histories of marginalised figures and populations (in biographies or through adaptations, for example)?
•How do contemporary theoretical frameworks and LGBTQIA+ concepts enable new readings of Victorian ‘third sex’ figures and narratives?
•How might we identify and theorise LGBTQIA+ identities that are less easily connected to binary understandings of gender, such as bi-, pan-, or asexuality?
•In what ways has Victorian popular fiction and culture inspired contemporary representations and understandings of queer culture, for example, in queer neo-Victoriana?
•How do neo-Victorian forms re-imagine and re-mediate potentially anachronistic LGBTQIA+ stories to a modern audience? How do they navigate the ideals of pride culture (i.e.
by rejecting unhappy endings) or the absence of labels in and through a Victorian setting?
•How do texts encode, allude to, negotiate or mediate ambiguousness, or ‘the unsayable’ with respect to queer identities and desires, i.e. through symbolic registers or slang?
•Why and to what effect do queer writers write across gender(s), i.e. queer women writing queer men and vice versa? How do ideals of community, fantasy, and solidarity intersect
among queer Victorians?
•How did national contexts, or aspects of race or class shape the formation of queer identity or queer spaces?
•Any other issue or text relevant to the exploration of diverse forms of sex and gender in neo/Victorian fiction.
Please send abstracts of 300 words to the guest editors of the 2025 special issue at vpfareadinggroup@gmail.com by Friday 18th November 2022. Full articles (of 7-8,000 words)
are due by September 2023.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact the guest editors at the above email address. We look forward to hearing from you.

